
 

 
 
 
 

� INTRODUCTION 

There is no area left where computers do not have their encroachment. Similarly 
Security management is also not an exception. TodayÊs Security Manager greatly 
benefits from tremendous strides that have been made in computer technology. 
From writing a simple memorandum to preparing an annual budget, from 
creating a professional-looking presentation and publishing a security manual to 
analysing a myriad of incident reports, from designing and monitoring an on-site 
integrated security system to monitoring alarms and video at an off-premises 
central station, from communicating with the Security Department to accessing 
current security information via the network, the computer is an extremely 
powerful business tool. 
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LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
By the end of this topic, you should be able to: 

1. Describe the components of a microcomputer hardware; 

2. Describe two types of microcomputer software - system and 
application; 

3. Identify the uses of different types of computer devices; and 

4. Explain how to choose right software and computer technology. 
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 COMPUTERS IN SECURITY 
MANAGEMENT 

Similarly in security management, computers play an important role. Using of 
touch baton/smart guard with button is a great help. Both can be analysed by the 
computer to determine frequently of patrol carried out by security personnel to 
the venue allocated to them. The details can be stored for longer period and able 
to retrieve when needed. 
 
The microcomputer, or Personal Computer (PC), has changed information 
processing and affected the way that Security Managers work. The role it plays 
varies, depending on the organisation in which a Security Manager is operating. 
However, there are distinct applications that the microcomputer can have in the 
administrative, managerial, and supervisorial aspects of the security function. 
The purpose of this topic is to explain these applications. Included are details of 
the development of microcomputers, their operation, benefits, and risks. Due to 
the complexity of this emerging technology, a glossary to explain certain 
technical terms is provided.  
 
There are several main types of computers in use, today. They are as follows: 
 
(a) Supercomputers, the fastest class of computers, are used to carry out vast 

mathematical calculations for extremely complex programs such as weather 
predictions, earthquake simulations, and so forth. 

(b) Mainframes, large and powerful computers, can accommodate many users 
simultaneously executing many programs. 

(c) Minicomputers, or midsize computers, are like mainframes that are 
multiuser and multitasking machines. 

(d) Microcomputers are small, powerful microprocessor-based machines are 
usually designed for single users. 

(e) Microprocessor-based computers typically lack a hard drive and are 
designed to download software, files, and data that are stored on powerful 
servers that manage network resources. 

(f) Stand-alone microprocessors installed in household appliances, telephones, 
alarm systems, and automobiles are dedicated to performing a single, 
specialised function. 

 

11.1 
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The computer that most Security Managers interface with, the microcomputer, or 
PC, is addressed in this topic.  

 MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE 

The physical components that make up a computer system are called hardware. 
The following sections describe these parts. PCs are manufactured in both 
desktop and smaller portable models. A portable computer may be a laptop; a 
slightly smaller notebook; or an even smaller handheld or pocket-size device, 
including a palmtop computer or Personal Data Assistant (PDA). Computers are 
also found in cellular or mobile telephones, and pagers or beepers. Figure 11.1 
shows (a) a desktop, (b) a notebook, and (c) a hand-held microcomputer from 
IBM Corporation. PCs basically consist of the Central Processing Unit (CPU), the 
memory, and peripherals such as adapters that connect the computer to 
networks, printers, and other devices. 
 

 

 

Figure 11.1: (a) A desktop, (b) A notebook and (c) A handheld computer 

11.2.1 Central Processing Unit 

The CPU is called the brain of the computer It is a microprocessor that accepts 
digital data and carries out instructions. It manipulates this data and stores it in 
memory before outputting the results. Under the control of the operating system 

11.2 
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(e.g., DOS, Windows), the CPU manages the other hardware components of a 
microcomputer. Figure 11.2 shows a microprocessor chip by Intel. 
 

 

 
Figure 11.2: An Intel microprocessor chip 

11.2.2 Memory 

The CPU uses instructions permanently held in Read-only Memory (ROM) chips 
and carries out a particular function by accessing information temporarily held in 
random-access memory (RAM) chips. (As RAM increases, a computer can 
process larger amounts of information in a more efficient manner.) 
 
Data is permanently stored in two locations: 
 
(a) The hard drive, which is usually located within the computer (data is 

actually stored on the rotating hard disk that is located within the sealed 
housing of the hard drive). 

 
(b) Portable devices such as floppy disks, optical disks (such as CD-ROM 

disks), or cartridges (each containing a magnetic tape, a disk, or a memory 
chip) that can be inserted into the computer or a device attached to it 
(Figure 11.3). 

 
The parts of the computer used for reading (i.e., retrieving) and writing (i.e., 
saving) data are called disk drives. Disk drives differ according to the types of 
disks they handle. For example, the hard drive reads from and writes onto a hard 
disk, the floppy drive reads from and writes onto a floppy disk, and the 
CD-ROM drive reads and writes data from a CD-ROM disk.  
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Figure 11.3: Portable data storage devices 

11.2.3 Peripherals 

Peripherals are devices that are attached to or built into the microcomputer. They 
include those for inputting information-such as a keyboard; a mouse; a trackball; 
a joystick; an optical scanner; a digital camera; a video camera; a microphone; and 
various tablets, pads, and screens that are touch or light-sensitive. Other 
peripheral devices are for outputting information - a display screen, a speaker, 
and a printer. A data communication device called a modem is often included. It 
has both input and output capabilities. It translates digital information into 
analogue signals (audio tones) that can be transmitted over telephone lines and 
then translated back into digital data. Thus, computers can talk to each other via 
the telephone system. Today, most modems enable computers to operate as 
facsimile (fax) machines. 

11.2.4 Networks 

Microcomputers can be connected together to form a Local Area Network (LAN) 
or a Wide Area Network (WAN) and may have connections to the Internet. 
„These interconnections of computers, which are self-governing and [usually] not 
controlled by another, are called networks. An Internet is a network of 
networks.‰ Network connections may consist of telephone lines, twisted-pair 
cables, coaxial cables, or fibre-optic cables (commonly called „fibre‰).  
 
In addition, wireless networks, satellites, and other appliances can be used. 
 
A LAN (Figure 11.4) connects two or more microcomputers, often called 
workstations, to each other and sometimes to a minicomputer, a mainframe, or a 
common printer. The term workstation is also used to refer to high-performance 
computers that are more powerful than microcomputers. The main computer that 
serves all the other personal computers in the LAN is called the server. 
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Figure 11.4: Example of LAN 

 
The word [Internet] came to mean both the network itself and the protocols that 
governed communication across the network used a dual meaning that has been 
a source of confusion ever since. Even when it became a commercial service, the 
InternetÊs first customers were mostly research organisations, computer 
companies, university scientists, and graduate students, who used it to exchange 
e-mails. 
 
The Internet has many components, two of the most widely known being e-mail 
and the World Wide Web (WWW). These are discussed later in this topic. 
An intranet is a private Internet within a corporation or organisation. Whether a 
corporate network uses a LAN or a WAN, it can be designed to function with 
Web documents that can be accessed only by the private network users. 
 

 

1. What is the most significant use of supercomputers?
 
2. What is the use of Central Processing Unit in a computer? 

SELF-CHECK 11.1 
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 MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE 

„The essence of software is a comprehensive set of rules that tells a machine what 
to do, that ÂinstructsÊ it, step-by-step, as to how to perform particular tasks.‰ Two 
main types of microcomputer software are system software and applications 
software. 

11.3.1 System Software 

System software consists of the operating system and other special programs that 
oversee a computerÊs operations. Utilities, or utility software, are programs that 
also help to maintain the smooth running of a computer. Some utilities display 
information about a computerÊs hardware and its memory, consolidate data 
storage on the hard drive, keep files and directories organised on the hard drive, 
and manage other devices (such as printers). Others are designed to restrict 
access to files and recover lost data. Some utilities come installed in a computer or 
are purchased separately. 
 
Other special programs involved in computer operations translate programs 
written in programming languages into digital form, or machine language. Every 
microcomputer uses a specific machine language designed for its CPU to execute.                   

11.3.2 Applications Software 

Applications software enables the microcomputer to perform specific functions 
such as word processing, database management, spreadsheets, desktop 
publishing, encryption, computer graphics (including business presentation 
graphics, Computer-Aided Design (CAD), Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS), Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and image processing), 
telecommunications (including electronic mail [e-mail], Instant Messaging [IM], 
voice-mail, teleconferencing, the WWW, online services, and intranets), 
specialised management programs, and Artificial Intelligence (AI). The following 
sections will explain more on the specific types of applications software. 

11.3 

Give your views on how the computers can enhance the ease of security 
management. 

ACTIVITY 11.1 
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 WORD PROCESSING 

Word processing software converts the computer into an electronic typewriter 
that can be used to easily create, edit, store, and print text documents such as 
letters, memoranda, forms, employee performance evaluations, proposals, 
reports, security surveys, general security checklists, security manuals, books, 
articles, press releases, and speeches. It is also an invaluable tool for keeping the 
Security ManagerÊs resume current. A professional-looking document can be 
easily created and readily updated when necessary. 
 
Word processing is a business tool and as such must be wisely used. 
Considerable time can be wasted endlessly editing and revising a document. A 
manager must decide whether this extra time is warranted in view of its 
importance and value. If administrative assistance is available, a manager may 
use word processing to simply rough out material. The assistant can then format 
and clean up the document before printing it. 

 DATABASE MANAGEMENT 

A database is an organised collection of information. A computerised database 
management system is a computer application that helps you to store, retrieve, 
sort, analyse, and print information in a database.  
 

11.5 

11.4 

1. What is the difference between system software and application 
software? 

 
2. What is database management? 

SELF-CHECK 11.2 

Find out any other software like the case management software which 
can be of utmost use to the security industry and write down its 
features. 

ACTIVITY 11.2 
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Two types of database management systems exist: file management systems and 
relational database management systems. File management systems, sometimes 
called flat file databases, store data in files without indexing, which means that 
data is processed sequentially. File management systems lack flexibility in data 
manipulation. 
 
A flat file database operates in a similar way to a handwritten card file. Each card 
may contain information such as a personÊs name, company, address, telephone, 
e-mail address, and fax number. However, each card can only be accessed 
separately. There is no relationship between each card. A flat file database can 
only individually access files.  
 
Another type of useful application is a case management. „Case management 
refers to investigations management, where cases are managed in a similar 
fashion to incidents, preferably in a relational database system. Case management 
software basically provides for a ÂpaperlessÊ and data-driven investigation 
process.‰ Database management software allows information to be stored, 
retrieved, sorted, and analysed far more quickly and easily than information 
recorded on paper. Besides the above, these electronic databases require less 
space than paper records. Information that can be managed this way comprises 
names, addresses, telephone and fax numbers, e-mail addresses, birthdays, dates 
of contacts, date of joining, meeting times, appointments, time and attendance 
records, employee background data, staff training records, security reference 
books and articles, incidents, investigations, key records, asset inventories, 
equipment inspection, and maintenance records. 

 SPREADSHEETS 

An electronic spreadsheet can be used to automatically perform numerical 
calculations. Spreadsheet programs are usually set up in the form of a table with 
rows and columns. Each row and column intersects to form a cell in which data 
may be stored. The data may be a text label, a number, or a formula that 
combines data from other cells. 
 
Spreadsheets are of immense value in preparing and tracking budgets, 
calculating expenses, estimating job costs, and conducting other numerical 
analyses. Results can be found more professionally and quickly, and with less 
chance of error, than if done manually. Data entries can be easily changed to 
analyse their effect. For instance, in preparing a budget for security staff wages 
and benefits, different wage levels can be specified to conclude their impact on 
cost. Another practical feature of most spreadsheet programs is the ability to 

11.6 
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graphically show results. Various types of graphs and charts can be used to 
visually display fluctuations and trends in the relationships between varied 
number of variables within a spreadsheet. 
 

 DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
 

Desktop publishing software can convert the security managerÊs computer into a 
mini-publishing house. Text and graphic material can be included into a single 
document. Departmental newsletters, bulletins, posters, manuals, brochures, 
books, articles, and business cards can be formed without time-consuming 
collaboration between the person designing the document and those responsible 
for printing it. Corrections and revisions can be speedily done on the computer. 
Images can be scanned into a document or imported from a digital camera. Text 
and graphics can be easily changed to appear exactly as wanted without messy 
cutting and pasting. Modern desktop publishing software comes with the 
features that flow text around graphic images. Various fonts and clip art can be 
accessed from within desktop publishing software or imported from other 
programs.  

 ENCRYPTION SOFTWARE 

Encryption software is a highly recommended application that can be used to 
protect sensitive data from unauthorised use. There are two types of uses of 
encryption: for communication and for the protection of the data itself when it is 
being stored. 

 COMPUTER GRAPHICS 

Computer graphics are graphical representations of the digital information stored 
in the memory of computer. This technology is used for a number of applications 
comprising business presentation graphics, CAD, GIS, GPS, and processing of the 
images. 
 
 
 
 

11.9 

11.8 

11.7 
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 TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
 

Telecommunication softwares are used in association with telecommunication 
networks for the purpose of transmission between computers of data, like text, 
graphics, audio and video. Telecommunication networks comprise LANs, WANs, 
intranets, and the Internet. Using e-mail, IM, voice-mail, and teleconferencing, 
Security Managers can communicate both inside and outside their organisations. 
Similarly by using the WWW and online services, Security Managers can access 
specialised information and programs outside of their organisations.  
 
(a) EElectronic Mail 
 Electronic mail (e-mail) is a process, by which digital information can be 

sent, received, forwarded, and stored using telecommunications networks. 
Using the Internet, e-mail can be transmitted outside of corporate networks. 
Messages can also be sent to bulletin boards. Here, information, including 
files and programs pertaining to topics of interest, is posted on computer 
networks for review. Similarly, the security managers can send emails 
regarding the instructions to his subordinates through this medium of silent 
communication. 

 
(b) TTeleconferencing 
 The high speed telecommunication networks has made teleconferencing, 

the sending of live voice and real-time video from one microcomputer to 
another (Figure 11.5). This is a crucial application for Security Managers, 
particularly for those whose responsibilities covers unconnected multiple 
locations. Unlike the teleconferencing, the videoconferencing enables a 
person to use a specially equipped microcomputer to conduct a conference 
with others with similar equipment at another site (or at multiple sites).  
Through this medium people can talk and see the other person sitting on 
the other side as well. 

 

11.10 
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Figure 11.5: Example of a teleconferencing setup 
 
(c) WWorld Wide Web 
 The World Wide Web (WWW or Web) is a worldwide electronic database 

containing vast amounts of information. A website is a specific location on 
the Web. Each website has a home page that has its own address, known as 
its Uniform Resource Locator (URL). This is a very fast and vast resource of 
information available a few seconds on your computer screen. This can be 
used for searching any sort of information. Figure 11.6 shows the website 
for the URL http://www.goggle.co.in/. 

 

 

 

Figure 11.6: Screenshot of website 
Source: www.goggle.co.in/ 
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(d) IIntranets 
 The technology used in the WWW can also be applied to corporate 

intranets. Private Websites can be used by Security Managers to educate 
and inform company employees about the companyÊs Security Program; 
security bulletins, policies, procedures, and newsletters. In this way, 
documents such as emergency contact lists, security manuals, security 
alerts, scheduling information, newsletters, can be designed exclusively for 
the Security Department to access.  

 

 
 

 

 SPECIALISED MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAMMES 

There are a variety of specialised software applications designed to perform 
different types of management functions. Some of these incorporate applications 
such as word processing, database management, spreadsheets, computer 
graphics, and telecommunications programs, as you read above. Besides these, 
there are Softwares designed specially for accounting functions, payroll, financial 
analysis, business planning, insurance, legal, marketing and sales, human 
resources, security staff scheduling, patrol management, time management 
calendars, contact management, and project management. The monitoring and 
controlling of integrated security systems and central station monitoring of 
remote alarm signals has greatly improved due to the development of specialised 
programs. In monitoring and controlling on-site security and fire life safety 
systems, security personnel previously relied generally on panels with various 

11.11 

1. What is desktop publishing and how is it useful to the security 
industry? 

 
2. How are intranets different from internets? What are the 

advantages of intranets as per the security purposes? 

SELF-CHECK 11.3 

Search on the internet and find out how the computer security systems 
installed in a company can help the organisation to function hassle free. 

ACTIVITY 11.3 
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services being installed side-by-side without any physical connection between 
displays. Warning lights, buzzers, beeping and visual displays were all designed 
in order to attract the attention of the human operator. The operator in turn had 
to make sense of the signal(s), interpret its meaning and decide on a course of 
action, and ultimately, instigate proper responses. This type of system relied 
heavily on the ability of the operator to properly respond to every problem as it 
occurred. A number of factors such as lack of training, varying responses by 
different operators, or not performing each operation in the proper order could 
easily lower the effectiveness of the response. To overcome the previous 
problems specialised software has been developed to integrate access control 
with systems such as intrusion detection, photo ID badging, Closed-Circuit 
Television (CCTV), and fire life safety. Table 11.1 is a summary of the kinds of 
applications software and their potential uses. 
 

Table 11.1: Application Software Programs and their Potential Uses 
 

Types of 
Application 

Software 
Uses 

Word 
processing  

Creating, editing, storing, and printing documents such as letters, 
memoranda, forms, employee performance evaluations, proposals, 
reports, surveys, checklists, manuals, books, articles, press releases, 
speeches, and resumes. 

Database 
management  

Storing, retrieving, sorting, analysing, and printing information such 
as names, addresses, telephone and fax numbers, e-mail addresses, 
birthdays, dates of contacts, meeting times, appointments, time and 
attendance records, employee background data, staff training records, 
security reference books and articles, incidents, investigations, key 
records, asset inventories, equipment inspection, and maintenance 
records. 

Spreadsheets  Preparing and tracking budgets, calculating expenses, estimating job 
costs, and conducting other numerical analyses. 

Desktop 
publishing  

Creating, editing, storing, and printing text and graphical documents 
such as newsletters, bulletins, posters, manuals, brochures, books, 
articles, and business cards. 

Encryption  Protecting sensitive data from unauthorised use 

 Contd..... 
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Computer graphics  

� Business 
presentation 
graphics 

Designing business presentations and developing teaching 
and educational aids 

� Computer-aided 
design (CAD)  

Designing security systems and conducting a forensic analysis 

� Geographic 
information systems 
(GIS)  

Computer-aided dispatching of security staff and patrol 
vehicles and analysing crime report and security incident 
patterns by neighbourhood 

� Global positioning 
systems (GPS)  

Security patrols and tracking vehicles, containers, and other 
cargo 

� Image processing  Capturing, storing, displaying, and outputting text and 
graphic images, including photo ID badging 

Telecommunications  

� E-mail  Sending, receiving, forwarding, and storing digital 
information  

� Instant messaging 
(IM)  

Allowing two or more persons to have an online conversation  

� Voice-mail  Recording voice messages for on-site or remote access 

� Teleconferencing  Conducting audio- and videoconferencing 

� World Wide Web 
(WWW)  

Providing a worldwide information network 

� Online services  Providing convenient access to the Internet, e-mail, online 
conferences, and specialised information 

� Intranets  Sharing information within a company 

Specialised 
management programs  

Accounting, payroll, financial analysis, business planning, 
insurance, legal, marketing and sales, human resources, 
security staff scheduling, patrol management, time 
management calendars, contact management, project 
management, and monitoring and controlling of security 
systems 

Artificial intelligence 
(AI)  

Performing risk analyses and security surveys and robotics 
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� Microcomputers have become an essential part of business life in most 

organisations. Word processing, database management, spreadsheets, 
desktop publishing, encryption, computer graphics, telecommunications, 
specialised management programs, and artificial intelligence are important 
software applications. They can be adapted to the administrative, managerial, 
and supervisorial aspects of the security function.  

� Security Managers of the future must know how to employ many such 
applications and manage others who use them. They must also be aware of 
the benefits and the risks of microcomputers. Managers who do so increase 
their skill level and opportunity to succeed. They also become of greater value 
to the organisations they represent. 

 

 
Computer Graphics 

Conferencing 

Desktop Publishing 

E-mail 

Encryption Software 

Instant Messaging 

Integrated Monitoring 

Microcomputer 

Spreadsheets 

 
 

 
1. What are three basic parts that make up microcomputer hardware? 

2. What are the two main types of software designed for microcomputers? 

3. Name nine examples of software applications designed for microcomputers. 

4. What points should you consider when choosing applications software? 

5. How can a security department benefit from the use of microcomputers? 

6. What functions does a firewall perform? 


